
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a talent sourcing specialist.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for talent sourcing specialist

Create candidate engagement strategies within the HR, Marketing, Legal,
Finance, Facilities, and Strategy space
Collaborate with hiring managers, recruiters, HR and others to attract the
best talent
Plan, develop and drive sourcing strategies in consultation with hiring
managers and EMEA recruiters for roles across the business (Product
Development, Professionals Services, Sales and Business Operations)
Define targeted talent, researching multiple sources and build a technical,
social and geographical map of where and how to engage with our current
and potential talent community
Undertake sourcing tasks for the end to end recruitment lifecycle for all
vacancies including activities related to Marketing of Employer Brand,
candidate generation, attraction, and relationship management
Qualify and pre-screen candidates, and facilitate de-brief sessions
Provide advisory services to the businesses through a consultative approach,
on insights of talent market
Identify interviewers, schedule interviews, follow-up on evaluations, and
administer all information in Jobvite ATS to ensure process consistency
Utilize traditional, non-traditional, creative and strategic sources to attract
and engage passive and active candidates
Build an integrated campaign to communicate our employer brand and EVP
through advertising, PR, marketing and events, to the target market of highly
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Qualifications for talent sourcing specialist

As we are an international company fluent English is a must
You will take care of several search project at once so excellent organizational
skills are a must
As we are navigating within multi-layer matrix oriented organization your
attention to details and multitasking skills will be critical in this role
We are using Microsoft Office applications so you have to be comfortable
with Outlook, Excel, PowerPoint
Bachelors degree in related field with a minimum 3.2 GPA preferred
One (1) to two (2) plus years of experience, four (4)+ years preferred, in
sourcing, passive candidate identification, candidate vetting and candidate
development preferably within the accounting and finance industry or
Accounting/Finance experience preferred


